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Enersize appoints temporary finance function

Nasdaq First North-listed Enersize - which develops and delivers smart software, tools and 
services to enable energy optimization of industrial compressed air systems - appoints 
Thomas Bengtsson, former Chairman of the Board and interim CFO of the company, through an 
outsourced solution for the company's finance function.

Enersize already has an outsourced accounting function which for a period will have increased 
responsibility. Thomas Bengtsson will thus support the management team and the board until a 
permanent solution is in place for the finance function.

“We have analyzed our finance and accounting functions and see that there is significant savings 
potential. Therefore, we choose to add a temporary solution to have time to ensure that the 
permanent solution is as cost-effective as possible. At the same time, our finance function must 
fulfill its important role of supporting our business in the best possible way, ”says Anders Sjögren, 
CEO of Enersize.

For more information about Enersize, please contact:

Anders Sjögren, CEO
Phone: +46 730 76 35 30
E-mail: ir@enersize.com

The English text is an in-house translation of the original Swedish text. Should there be any disparities 
between the Swedish and the English text, the Swedish text shall prevail.
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About Enersize

Enersize develops and delivers smart software, tools, and services to enable energy optimisation 
of industrial compressed air systems. The industry expertise of our people and solutions, together 
with a commitment to become the global leader in compressed air efficiency software, has made 
Enersize a recognised leader for customers around the world. Enersize is a merger of multiple 
Nordic companies with experience from more than 7,000 customer projects.

The company is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm First North Growth Market under the ticker: ENERS.
For more information visit https://enersize.com

Certified Adviser 
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